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1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Reducing emissions in the built environment
Cities across North America have set ambitious but necessary goals in energy efficiency and emission reduction
targets in order to avoid dangerous levels of climate warming. Among these, the City of Vancouver has set an
80% emissions reduction target, with an additional target of generating or procuring 100% of its energy from
low-carbon, renewable sources by 2050. Currently, approximately 60% of the city’s emissions are derived from
building energy consumption, making emissions reductions in the built environment one of the City’s top
priorities. While energy and carbon targets for new construction have been set, the City must additionally
address those buildings that are already in operation. To this end, it has additionally set a target of reducing
energy use and emissions in existing buildings by 20% over 2007 levels by 2020.
To meet these targets, the City is exploring ways of substantially increasing building energy efficiency while
shifting from high to low-carbon energy sources for residential heating and hot water provision. Given the low
carbon intensity of British Columbia’s electrical grid, this shift to low-carbon energy sources will largely involve a
shift away from natural gas-based sources of heating and domestic hot water (DHW), toward the use of
electricity. Given their ability to efficiently provide for both space heating and domestic hot water using lowcarbon hydroelectricity, heat pumps are a major focus of these efforts. Overall, heat pump systems can reduce
the amount of energy input required as compared to natural gas systems (e.g. boilers), as well as total GHG
emissions.
The City has identified a need to elicit a fuel switch alongside deep energy efficiency retrofits in approximately
60,000 homes across Vancouver, and is exploring means of encouraging heat pump adoption as a way to met
these targets. One approach currently under investigation is energy retrofit bundling, in which packages of
energy efficiency measures or technologies are packaged or “bundled” together as a way of reducing the costs
and inconveniences and increasing the benefits of heat pump installation. While building energy retrofit
bundling is gaining traction among local governments across the world, the full suite of barriers and
opportunities as they apply specifically to Canadian municipalities is still not well understood. As such, the
purpose of this report is to review existing policy and practice from other jurisdictions to identify the potential
for implementing a building energy retrofit program for Part 9 residential buildings in Canada. Specifically, the
report focuses on identifying its potential for single family homes in the City of Vancouver as a way of meeting
its carbon emissions reduction goals.

1.2

Report purpose and outline
The purpose of this report is to review existing policy and practice from other jurisdictions to identify the
potential for implementing a building energy retrofit program for low-rise residential buildings in Canada.
Specifically, the report focuses on identifying its potential for single family homes in the City of Vancouver as a
way of meeting its carbon emissions reduction goals. The information presented has been drawn from a
focused review on existing literature and practice in energy efficiency retrofit programs generally, and building
energy retrofit bundling specifically, including methods, community engagement strategies, examples and
results from precedent programs in North America and Europe. Community and stakeholder engagement
supplemented this literature review and took the form of three primary methods:
•
•

Interviews with experts and program administrators from across North America over the course of
winter 2018-2019
A workshop held in March 2019 with stakeholders from across the Lower Mainland on the market and
other barriers to developing a heat pump bundling program in the City of Vancouver; and
4
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•

A second workshop held in March 2019 with Vancouver homeowners and community representatives
on the potential effectiveness of an energy bundling program and possible community engagement
strategies.

The report is laid out in three key sections. Section 2 consists of a brief outline of the kinds of heat pump
technologies that can be adopted in single family dwellings and the barriers to their uptake. Section 3 presents
an overview of the results of the review of existing programs, including the major characteristics of these and
other building energy retrofit programs. Section 4 assesses the applicability of the findings to the City of
Vancouver and other Canadian municipalities, with a summary of recommendations presented in Section 5.

5
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2
2.1

ACCELERATING HEAT PUMP ADOPTION
Residential applications of heat pump technologies
Several heat pump system options are available to homeowners that offer slightly different benefits. Heat
pumps can be generally classified in terms of their heat source: air, water, or the ground around the home.
Both ground and water-source heat pumps offer higher efficiencies as they can take advantage of the relatively
constant temperature of the ground or water. As such, these systems typically cost the homeowner less to
operate (i.e. lower energy bills), but they can cost more to install. More commonly used in residential homes are
air source heat pumps, which transfer heat between the ambient external temperature and the indoor spaces
of the building. These function best in areas with relatively moderate summer and winter temperatures and
cost the least to install.
One advantage of air source heat pumps is their ability to be installed in homes without ductwork, such as
those that are outfitted with a hydronic system or radiant panels. These mini-split heat pump systems are best
suited for homes that are highly energy efficient, or where homes require space heating to be extended into
areas of the home that can’t be reasonably or cost-effectively ducted. Mini-split systems are highly efficient and
can be easily installed in any room with an external wall, making them a low cost and flexible system to add in a
building renovation. Heat pump systems can also be installed for water heaters that provide domestic hot
water.
Heat pump installation can also vary with respect to their primary function. For homes requiring a full heating
system upgrade, heat pump systems can be used to completely replace an existing system. For example, a new
air or ground source heat pump system may be installed at the time of replacement of an existing boiler, to
completely replace the natural gas-based system with on based on electricity. However, heat pumps can also
be installed to displace an existing source of heating – i.e. reduce the reliance on an existing system without
removing it completely. A focus on displacement has several advantages. In areas where the cost of electricity is
lower than the conventional fuel are lower, electric-based heat pumps can be used to help reduce heating costs
– for example, in the northeastern United States, where conventional fuel oil costs are high. While this strategy
is not applicable in Vancouver (given the low costs of natural gas), the increasing interest in adding a source of
cooling in the summer opens up an opportunity for heat pump installation. As heat pumps can provide both
heating and cooling, the addition of heat pumps for cooling alone could open up the potential for their use in
heating as well, displacing or replacing a home’s reliance on a fossil fuel-based system altogether.

2.2

Eliciting a market transformation
As noted above, the low-carbon hydroelectricity available in British Columbia makes heat pumps an attractive
option for emissions reductions in the built environment. To accelerate their adoption into new and existing
buildings and achieve the magnitude of emissions reductions that the City of Vancouver is pursuing, many have
called for what is known as a “market transformation” in the building energy sector. In general, market
transformation refers to the process of strategically intervening into a given market with the aim of changing it
in a substantial way. i In relation to existing building energy retrofits, market transformation is often used in
reference to the need to help bring new technologies or practices into the market that improve energy
performance in the building sector. ii This is achieved by both removing barriers to the widespread adoption of
energy efficiency technologies and products, as well as identifying opportunities to support or accelerate their
adoption. The end goal of market transformation is to see energy efficiency become a mainstream practice.
To date, the market transformation approach has largely been considered in the building energy world in terms
of energy efficiency, but the concept is particularly useful when considering heat pump adoption. While they
6
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have seen some uptake in the last several years, heat pumps have not yet enjoyed significant market
penetration for a variety of reasons that can be characterized using the five key market barriers identified at
NRCan’s Energy and Mines Ministers’ Conference in August 2017 iii:
Availability
While available, heat pumps are not a fully commercialized technology for ground-oriented residential
applications in Canada. Single family homes are typically constructed using electric baseboard and/or a natural
gas-based system for heating and DHW, and these same systems are often selected when replacing mechanical
equipment at time of renovation.
Accessibility
Several different heat pump systems are available on the market, including both ducted and ductless
combinations. However, heat pump systems must achieve high energy efficiencies in order to compete with the
low prices of natural gas – i.e. where the price of natural gas is three times cheaper that electricity, heat pump
systems must achieve a coefficient of production (COP) of 3 or greater in order to maintain a similar operational
cost. 1 Typically, the more common and less costly air source heat pumps used in Part 9 residential construction
tend to achieve a COP of 2.5. Ground source heat pumps can achieve higher levels of efficiency but are more
expensive to install. iv
Awareness
The benefits of heat pump systems are multiple but are achieved via careful installation and often in
combination with envelope upgrades. However, renovators are not typically focused on whole home energy
retrofits, but on single types of efficiency upgrades (e.g. insulation) or else on a component of the home (e.g.
kitchen upgrades). Due to their relative complexity and scarcity on the market, contractors also remain
generally unfamiliar with either the benefits or the proper installation of heat pump systems, leading to reports
of customer dissatisfaction. v
Affordability
As compared to either electric baseboards or natural gas boiler systems, heat pumps are more complex and
typically more expensive per unit of output capacity (i.e. $/kW). vi Once installed, heat pumps also run higher in
energy costs due to the threefold increase in price of electricity over natural gas. As such, paybacks for heat
pump systems tend to be long, deterring homeowners from selecting them. Incentives tend to be insufficient in
significantly offsetting costs, and options for financing are difficult to obtain.
Acceptance
Heat pump technologies remain unfamiliar to the average homeowner, and as such are not likely to be
requested at the end-of-life of any existing mechanical equipment. The absence of any regulatory framework
that imposes mandatory requirements for emissions reductions during major renovations, coupled with high
costs and low perceived value or benefit by homeowners, together play a strong role in limiting the uptake of
heat pumps.

COP represents a ratio of the useful energy output (e.g. heating) to input (e.g. electricity used). Electric baseboards have a
COP of 1, meaning that 1kWh of electricity is used to produce 1 kWh of heating.

1
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2.3

The role of building energy retrofit bundling
Addressing these barriers together can help to accelerate the adoption of heat pump technologies b the
residential market and in doing so, help to achieve the City of Vancouver’s emission reduction targets. However,
transforming the heat pump market takes multiple coordinated efforts on the part of local governments, and
the support of several other actors including provincial agencies, utilities, industry organizations, educational
institutions, and homeowner associations. Market transformation approaches typically use a combination of
policy tools, or levers, that are individually insufficient in eliciting a shift in the market, but that collectively
support all aspects of the market, from the supplier through to the homeowner. They may consist of the
following types of policy tools:
1)

Data collection: Different sources of information, such as permitting records, utility data, and land
assessment data, provide useful information that can help authorities determine what homes are in
greatest need of building energy retrofits. Data can include household energy consumption, mechanical
system type, age of the home, and others that can help inform targeted marketing efforts

2)

Interest and awareness raising: Alongside data collection on household energy characteristics,
authorities can work to raise awareness of heat pump systems and their benefits, drawing on an
understanding of the key values, concerns and motivations of typical homeowners.

3)

Capacity building and training: Authorities and industry organizations can create education and
training programs that help industry members (e.g. contractors, installers) learn the knowledge and skills
they need to properly install and/or maintain heat pump systems.

4)

Financing and incentives: Incentives and financing options can both help to reduce the upfront costs of
purchasing a heat pump system. Incentives often come in the form of rebates for specific systems but
can also extend to reduced costs for energy audits or system maintenance.

5)

Regulation: Local governments can issue formal regulations that encourage or require the installation of
specific types of systems at time of sale, renovation, or other major milestones. These can come in the
form of greenhouse gas emissions targets for existing buildings, and/or requirements for minimum
performance standards (i.e. COP’s) for new system installations.

One method that combines several of these policy measures is through the use of building energy retrofit
programs. These programs are typically offered by a local or regional jurisdiction or utility that source packages
of energy efficiency retrofit measures and technologies together to lower costs and streamline their uptake by
homeowners. Such programs also often seek to reduce the complexity and inconvenience of the retrofit
process by identifying a common point of contact to provide information and help support homeowners
through the process. By coupling retrofit measures together, building energy retrofit bundling programs seek
to address several potential market transformation barriers by:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Providing information to homeowners on the benefits of energy efficiency measures
Increasing market demand through economics of scale and in turn the availability of energy efficiency
products and services
Lowering the capital costs associated with energy efficiency technologies
Increasing access to financial nonfinancial resources to lower costs and ease complexity for homeowner
Aligning equipment end-of-life periods and ensuring efficiencies are realized

Bundling programs can be implemented in the absence of formal regulations but are also important tools in
supporting the industry prior to or alongside new energy efficiency and/or emissions intensity requirements.
The main components of bundling programs are outlined in the next section.
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3
3.1

BUILDING ENERGY RETROFIT BUNDLING PROGRAMS: AN OVERVIEW
Approaches to Bundling
Approaches to bundling programs have taken a few different approaches to creating a means of encouraging
low-cost retrofit activities at scale, ranging from standardized packages crafted for specific archetypes, to
aggregated demand and roadmap approaches. Below, a few approaches that have been implemented across
North America and elsewhere are outlined as a way of showing the diversity of possible approaches.

3.1.1

Tiered Standard Packages: NYC’s EnergyFIT
Tiered standard packages refer to bundling programs that offer pre-set combinations of retrofit measures to
participating homes that share a similar building typology. In New York, such an approach was used via the
EnergyFit program, in which program administrators targeted low- and medium-income households living in
townhomes of the same vintage. The program prepared standard package options based on measures that
were widely needed across the targeted building type, including:
o
o
o
o

Air sealing and attic cavity insulation;
3-tiered air sealing and weather-stripping prioritizes to the top-level of home, followed by the
basement and the rest of building as time allowed;
Air sealing and insulating roof hatch; and
Health & safety tests and improvements, including CO/smoke detectors, gas leak fixes, ventilation
improvements, and combustion equipment maintenance.

The program made use of a simplified intake process that started with online form and was followed by a
phone interview and short energy walk-through evaluation (90 minutes). Homeowners were presented with
consistent, structured pricing based on income level, with available incentives included in the price.
3.1.2

Tiered Packages: Fort Collins’ Efficiency Works vii
While the standardized approach is viable for homes of a single archetype and with similar needs, tiered
packages that can be adapted for different typologies have also ben developed. For example, Fort Collins’
Efficiency Works Streamlined Path offered three package options to homeowners that represented “good”,
“better”, “best” home energy performance, each with a standard rate and pricing associated wit key measures
that ranged from air sealing to mechanical system upgrades. Efficiency assessments were completed prior to
homeowners’ participation (3 hours), including a visual inspection, a blower door test, and infrared camera
scan. Standardized prices were developed by requiring service providers to agree to set prices, on condition of
their ability to join the program (more details in the sections below).

3.1.1

Aggregated Retrofit Demand: The Netherland’s Energiesprong viii
A second standardized approach has been implemented to great success in the Netherlands, which makes use
of a high level of demand to bulk purchase retrofit components at a lower price. The Energiesprong program
targeted the standardized building typology of the social housing market as a way of aggregating demand for
building retrofits for groups of similar buildings. Companies were asked to bid to provide retrofit packages that
typically included envelope upgrades (i.e. insulated wall/roof panels that include windows and doors) and
internal improvements, such as efficient lighting and high efficiency appliances as part of upgraded kitchens
and bathrooms ix Installations were streamlined and took advantage of prefabrication to expedite the process.
Upgrades were financed through energy cost savings and reduced maintenance and repairs, both of which
were used to pay for the retrofits, while tenants continued to pay the same monthly amount.
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3.1.2

Building Retrofit Passport: Multiple Cities
Finally, various countries across Europe (e.g. Germany, Belgium, France, Denmark) xhave elected to take a
longer-term approach that take homeowners through a process of retrofits over time. The process is initiated
with an on-site energy audit, and then uses a building renovation passport to show the step-by-step
renovations to provide deep energy reductions. Adopting this approach helped to ensure that measures would
be installed in their optimal order to reduce or eliminate potential rework or lock-in effects. In most cases, the
program has been linked to achieving long-term energy and emissions targets (e.g. 2050) and in doing so
defines an end-point for the renovation passport. Such programs of longer duration have been found to lead to
the completion of more upgrades per household, by focusing on the strategies that will take homeowners on a
continuum of actions until most or all of their energy conservation or GHG emission reduction potential is
achieved. xi A similar approach has been taken by the grassroots-based Transition Town movement in the UK,
which provides participants with a generic workbook of carbon and energy saving strategies that a household
can take, from easier, lower-cost options to larger scale renovations and replacements. The Transition Town
movement provides continued support via community “champions”, who host community gatherings, provide
support to participants, and follow up with information on energy saved. Adopted by a city, such a model would
require a longer-term vision and a sustainable funding model to allow program managers to continue to
provide ongoing support to homeowners via as they move through progressive steps via follow-ups and
pre/post energy evaluations.
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4

KEY COMPONENTS OF BUNDLING PROGRAMS

4.1

Data Collection and Targeted Marketing
Barriers addressed: awareness, acceptance

4.1.1

Identifying Participants
The success of both bundling programs and energy efficiency programs more generally hinges in large part on
the ability of utilities and other program managers to leverage available data to identify which customers or
households are most in need of and most likely to an upgrade. Known as targeted marketing, or “market
segmentation”, this approach has been instrumental in successful programs such as Fort Collins’ Home
Efficiency Program, Boulder’s Comfort 365, and New York’s EnergyFit program, all of which made use of
geospatial data on household demographic characteristics and energy use data to target potential participants.
Several types of data that are collected by local governments and/or utilities are of use in pinpointing the key
characteristics that may make for an ideal program candidate (Table 2).
Table 1: Example data for market segmentation
Type of Data
Demographic

Energy Use
Energy System
Location

Variables
Population, age, sex, dwellings, living arrangements, family structure, language,
immigration, ethnicity, visibility minority status, education, labour, housing and income,
history of participation in city programs
Home energy use, energy use intensity + monthly baseloads, energy supply, interior
thermal images
Building characteristics, archetype, age of home, renovations, when was it last sold,
remodelling permits, tree shading potential
Building address, heat mapping, rooftop solar potential

While traditionally home energy retrofit programs have focused on energy efficiency, there is a considerable
shift in interest towards those archetypes that exhibit the greatest potential for GHG emission reductions as
well. Several bundling programs have focused on identifying a subset of buildings in a jurisdiction that exhibit
similar characteristics, including the high potential for energy savings and/or emissions reductions, and high
likelihood of engaging in a renovation (Figure 1; Table 3).
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Figure 1: Geographic representation of cash-flow positive households (Source: Radiant Labs)
For example, New York’s EnergyFIT program targeted the over 100,000 one- and two-family masonry-based,
gas-heated, attached homes constructed before 1930, which was found to represent a significant subset of
energy inefficient buildings in New York. xii In cities such as Boulder, permitting data is used to identify the
probable time of replacement of home HVAC systems (e.g. boilers) as a way of getting ahead of the curve and
proactively offering homeowners information about replacement options before the system fails and is
hurriedly replaced by a similar, fossil-fuel based system of a slightly higher efficiency xiii. Such data has proven
useful in pinpointing both those homes that may be most likely to participate in a program, but also those that
may be unsuitable. For example, data on property and building values may be used to help identify those
homes that are most likely to be demolished, and to avoid incenting any action in these cases. xiv
Table 2: Data Mapping Variable Example
Program Name
– Jurisdiction
Carbon Neutral
Cities Alliance –
New England

Data Mapping Variables
•
•

•

Site suitability-only index: physical characteristics of a building.
Likely adopter index: combines physical characteristics with socio-economic
characteristics (i.e. home ownership and neighborhood income) to emphasize
homeowners who are more likely to purchase the technology.
Equity-focused index: combines physical characteristics with socio-economic
characteristics (i.e. low to moderate neighborhood income) to identify high-quality
homes that may face financial barriers to adoption and could warrant dedicated
outreach (e.g. via income-eligible programs or targeted messaging).
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4.1.2

Framing the message
As a next step in a bundling program, those that are targeted as promising market segments can be contacted
with information about the program and its potential benefits. Given the high up-front capital costs of
mechanical system and other major renovations, espousing potential cost savings aren’t likely to be sufficient in
compelling a homeowner to select a heat pump system – especially in the absence of significant incentives
and/or financing options. xv Coupled with the challenge of achieving efficiencies that provide for actual energy
cost savings compared to natural gas in Vancouver, this indicates that homeowners must be made aware of the
additional benefits that are to be gained.
However, research in heat pump adoption has found that homeowners in general are unaware of either the
function or the benefits of heat pumps technologies and that additional opportunities to raise awareness
should be taken. The Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnership (NEEP) Northeast/Mid-Atlantic Air-Source Heat
Pump Market Strategies Report (2016 update) xvi has recommended that consumer-oriented messaging
promoting heat pump technologies should be crafted and disseminated by a wide range of industry actors,
from utilities and provincial agencies to non-governmental organizations and manufacturers/installers.
Communicating these messages via multiple channels can complement and reinforce individually targeted
messaging issued through specific programs. The report also calls for non-manufacturer market actors to begin
to develop and disseminate case studies and testimonials for different heat pump applications as a way of
growing consumer trust in the technology.
How these benefits are presented can differ considerably between sections of the population, or segments,
according to the aspects of greatest interest and value. Outreach messaging can be crafted to match or suit a
specific segment; for example, tailored messages using specific segments include the following: xvii xviii
-

-

Low-income households respond to an emphasis on affordability and savings
Higher income households and household with young children respond to messages of comfort,
health and safety.
The “thrifty green” segment has been found to respond to narratives of energy cost savings coupled
with reduced environmental impact, while tech-savvy early adopters respond to messaging that
focuses around innovation and being ahead of the curve.
Landlords with small units or homeowners with an Airbnb account may respond to the value of cooling
in attracting potential tenants or renters.

Overall, messaging can be used to highlight the benefits that motivate individuals to act, while showing
solutions to overcome barriers. detailed literature review of energy efficiency programs was done to identify
the top barriers and benefits. Table 3 shows a summary of barriers and motivating factors for home retrofits.
Table 3: Barriers and motivators for homeowners to do home retrofits
Proven barriers to doing home retrofits
•
Complex technical decisions
•
Hassle to navigate process
•
Lack of time to meet with and select
contractors
•
Lack of trust in contractor proposals
•
Inability to pay upfront costs
•
Lack of awareness of clean technology
•
Not knowing where to start, i.e. difficulty
prioritizing upgrades
•
Complexity of calculating ROI

Motivators for doing home retrofits
•
Improved health outcomes
•
Increased property value
•
Higher levels of comfort
•
Reduced energy costs
•
Compatibility of new energy retrofit with
subsidies or already retrofitted technology
•
Green climate leadership, responsibility to the
City, reducing carbon footprint
•
Resilience and self-sufficiency
•
Shared values with neighbours
13
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In Boulder CO, mapping and positive framing have been combined to some success. Administrators used GIS
mapping to identify neighborhoods with both the greatest opportunities to switch to a heat pump and those
with previously high participation rates in energy efficiency programs. Their Comfort365 program was then
used to provide potential customers with multiple potential benefits of heat pumps, ranging from higher
efficiency to improved comfort and health and a lower carbon footprint. xix

4.2

Homeowner Engagement
Barriers addressed: awareness, acceptance

4.2.1

Using multiple methods
Once potential neighbourhoods or segments are identified and messages crafted, home energy retrofit programs
must still select an appropriate means of actually engaging with potential program participants. Different
combinations of homeowner engagement methods have been used by various programs, which range in their
relative depth and effectiveness. For example, a foundational approach taken by utility and other energy
efficiency program managers has been to include program information on energy efficiency programs and
opportunities in mailouts and utility bill inserts.
However, there is an increasing awareness of the efficacy of more targeted and engaging methods of interaction
with potential participants, often derived from the insights derived from community-based social marketing
(CBSM) programs (Table 4). This approach to consumer engagement rests on research that demonstrates that
individuals are more engaged and therefore more likely to participate in an activity or program when it involves
multi-directional forms of communication and direct contact with other members of the community. This can
make use of several strategies, often in combination, that harness our social inclinations to interact and even
compete with one another. xxxxixxii
Table 4: Components of successful CBSM programs














Technical, complex or abstract are simplified by using familiar terms and concepts (e.g. “number of
cars off the road” instead of “number of kW hours”)
Information is accurate - e.g. claims of “saving money” come with a realistic estimate
Messages are tailored to the specifics of the individual or household – age, family size, etc.
Potential participants are addressed directly (by name) and using specific references (e.g.
“households like yours” vs. “households”)
Information comes from a trusted source, such as a respected community member or wellestablished association
Information is conveyed through word-of-mouth or from peers
Program objectives are tied to things that people are already passionate about or concerns they
have
Imagery, metaphor and familiar terminology are used to enhance emotional or visceral connection
Program outcomes are made visible to others in the program or community (e.g. tonnes of carbon
saved)
Appeals are made to social/community identity as well as personal circumstances
Participants are offered some choice in how to participate
Information is provided in a recognizable and useful format to consumers

Uptake rates from the Town of Fort Collins’ Home Efficiency Program show the potential of such a multi-pronged
approach to marketing and engagement. xxiii The program first used demographic and home energy data to
identify key customers, following which it made use of a targeted marketing campaign involving utility mailouts,
14
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door-to-door solicitation, digital and print ads (e.g. in neighbourhood association newsletters), energy advisor
referral programs, yard signs of participating homeowners, and presentations by program representatives at
neighbourhood open houses. This approach resulted in a doubling of the number of customers enrolled in the
program, with 44% of the total number of people engaged choosing to implement a bundling package.
New York’s EnergyFIT Pilot program also demonstrates the combined use of several combined outreach
measures. Program managers began by mapping the city’s building stock and locating target buildings, and
mailing postcards to potentially eligible homeowners. The program then worked with canvassers and local
community and block organizations both online and in person to engage homeowners directly. Homeowners
who participated in the program received a $200 referral bonus, and those homes that were contacted but
found to be ineligible were directed to information on other programs. A similar approach was used by some of
the participating neigbourhoods in Toronto’s Sustainable Neighbourhood Action Program (SNAP), which
encouraged referrals from existing participant households and sought to engage homeowners via other
complementary programs and partnerships.
These and other programs have found that building the trust of potential participants was key to encouraging
uptake. For example, Toronto’s Sustainable Neighbourhood Action Program (SNAP) Black Creek neighbourhood
made use of a pre-existing local association as the “backbone organization” and existing local networks to help
raise awareness and coordinate the program. Of the 235 home consultations that were conducted
(representing 14% of the neighbourhood, 50% went on to engage in the program’s retrofit activities. In the UK,
The CHEESE program used thermal imaging techniques and engaged with homeowners via word of mouth,
farmers markets and social media. During a 6-month period, they engaged 91 internal surveys of homes in
Bristol, 69% of which undertook remedial action within one month on the intervention. xxiv The use of a
recognizable brand and demonstrating that projected energy savings could actually be realized have also been
found to be key aspects of program success. xxv
4.2.2

Peer to peer pressure
What some of these programs above also begin to illustrate is an emerging method of encouraging
participation in home energy retrofit programs via community activities. While several of these programs are
focused on energy efficiency specifically, some have led to larger retrofit activities and significant carbon
emission reductions. For example, the Cool Block Program hosted by the Empowerment Institute led
community meetings on a block or apartment scale to identify individual and group activities to reduce energy
use and overall environmental impact. The program used a peer-to-peer support network approach to allow
groups to work together in a facilitated manner to identify key strategies to adopt using a workbook of actions
with estimated GHG reductions. Participants are also encouraged to use storytelling and conversation to learn
about energy saving opportunities and track energy savings. The program resulted in a 55% uptake rate by
neighbours who were approached by others in their community, and an average household carbon reduction
of 32%. xxvi
The community of Eagle Island in West Vancouver also saw a successful grassroots-led retrofitting transition.
The program leader invited neighbours over to her home for climate change themed dinners, which were used
to spark interest in engaging in internal thermal imaging to show homeowners where the heat loss in their
homes was occurring. The community collaborated with trusted experts (e.g. fire department and City
Sustainability staff) to conduct audits and assessments of their homes. The community was able to negotiate
low bulk purchasing costs for select retrofit measures as a result of the 28 of 31 homes that chose to engage in
a retrofit. The strategies helped make retrofitting the social norm on the island. Error! Bookmark not defined.
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Overall, programs such as those noted above harness the power of peer pressure to encourage participation,
and allow participants to discuss and showcase their progress (Table 5). Findings from the EnerGuide program
revealed that recognition for the effort of participating played a key role in program uptake and satisfaction. xxvii
Table 5: Community-Based Engagement Examples
Program Name –
Jurisdiction
Eagle Island
Transition – West
Vancouver

Example Engagement Method
•
•
•
•

Green Bloc Lighter
Footprint –
Vancouver

Cool Bloc – Palo
Alto, San Francisco,
Los Angeles

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.3

Parties to discuss climate change and follow up with subsequent activities
and action items
Audits and interior thermal imaging to visually demonstrate heat loss to
homeowners
Partnerships with local firefighter to conduct thermal imaging and home
safety inspections
Negotiated reduced costs for bulk purchasing, lower rates on semi-volunteer
contractors and low interest retrofit loans
Peer-to-peer sharing on behavioural reductions in ecological footprint
Neighbourhood-facilitated workshops, door-to-door conversations on
potential incentives
Ambassadors from community to help support program
Paid part-time program coordinator to train and organize ambassadors
Bi-weekly meetings led by different neighbours on a block/ apartment
building
Participants given a task list of 112 action items to choose from. The
activities and actions are individual & collective.
Self-directed meeting scripts supported by a trained volunteer coach who
has been through the program
Web-supported platform to hold participants accountable

Incentives and Rebates
Barrier addressed: affordability
One of the major barriers to adopting heat pump technologies, and indeed engaging in any major renovation, is
the upfront capital cost necessary to purchase and install one. Incentives and rebates are a common and
relatively low-cost way for program managers to help ease this financial burden.
A sampling of some incentives offered in North American jurisdictions is given in Appendix A. While this list is
not exhaustive, it does indicate typical incentive magnitude, which ranges from $200-$500 for ductless systems
and lower level energy retrofits, to $1000-$2000 for centralized heat pump systems. Additional existing
incentives are also outlined in IESO’s report “An Examination of the Opportunity for Residential Heat Pumps in
Ontario” xxviii.
Findings from a review of available incentives indicate several key components to consider in order to avoid the
risk that poor homeowner experiences will create negative public opinion and the potential of derailing any
adoption momentum. These include the following:
1)
2)

The offer of incentives for heat pumps that meet a standard of performance and are installed by
qualified installers;
The inclusion of parameters around quality installation and efficient operation into the receipt of heat
pump incentives;
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3)
4)

The provision of incentives for heat pump maintenance in addition to those that reduce up-front costs;
The provision of supportive resources for the residents to help ensure optimal operation after
installation.

Some programs also indicate that incentives should be offered at various points in the supply chain and not
just downstream at the end consumer. For example, Efficiency Vermont has seen comparatively high
installation rates using a midstream incentive model to wholesale distributors. Combined with a coordinated
approach to marketing and training, these midstream incentives were successful in engaging actors throughout
the supply chain, including manufacturers and distributors xxix.
Other considerations when designing an incentive program is how heat pumps are classified. When classified
as an energy efficiency measure, it becomes difficult or impossible to apply incentives for fuel switching. There
are several jurisdictions whose incentives are limited in this way. Alternatively, heat pumps classified as a
renewable heating and cooling measure have much more flexibility in terms of incentives. In this case, they can
even be used to support renewable portfolio standards xxx. xxxi
An additional financial barrier pertains to the low cost of alternative, higher-carbon fuels (e.g. natural gas). The
relatively low cost of natural gas makes it challenging to see heating cost reductions when switching to electric
heat pumps xxxii. Jurisdictions such as Maine and Vermont that have higher installation rates also have high rates
of fuel oil and propane heating xxxiii.

4.4

Financing Options
Barriers addressed: availability, affordability
In addition to incentives and rebates, many retrofit programs also provide additional access to additional
financing mechanisms to further reduce the affordability barrier. Typically, these approaches reduce up front
costs to residents. Key mechanisms include: loan financing, bulk pricing, leasing, and pay for performance
programs. These are described in more detail below.

4.4.1

Loan Financing
Several home retrofit programs have aligned themselves with loan financing programs in order to address the
affordability barrier. Deep retrofits can be costly and create a significant barrier for homeowners and loans
allow homeowners to pay little to nothing up front. Various loan models have been applied to support home
retrofit programs. These include loans administered by financing institutions, loans administered by utility
companies, and loans administered by municipal governments.
Loans administered by local utility companies typically have repayment on monthly utility bills. They typically
require little to no money down payment and cover up to 100% of the total project costs. Utility bill repayment
has the added benefit of helping make home retrofits more accessible to rental properties xxxiv. One potential
concern with utility administered loans is that in certain instances it can limit the ability to support retrofits that
include fuel switching.
An alternate loan option is Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) loans. PACE loans tend to be low-rate and
long-term (up to 20 years). Loans are provided based on the property assessed value and are repaid as an
assessment on the property tax bill. The loan is then tied to the property and not the person initially
undertaking the home retrofit xxxv. Mortgage lending agreements often include stipulations that borrowers
request permission before taking out any additional loans against the property value. This creates a small
additional barrier for mortgaged homeowners before accessing PACE financing. In Canada, PACE loans have
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successfully been implemented in the City of Toronto where the loans have enabled homeowners to make
improvements faster.
Ease of qualification and attractive rates are necessary to drive participation. For example, Fort Collins,
Colorado’s Efficiency Works program initially saw 64% of projects use loan financing for home retrofits xxxvi.
However, when the loan switched to a local credit union with less attractive rates and a more complicated
approval process, only 13% of projects used loan financing. Along with the reduction in loan financing, Fort
Collins also saw a reduction in the scale of retrofits completed.
Example programs that have used loan financing are summarized in Table 7.
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Table 6: Examples of Loan Financing
Program Name –
Jurisdiction
Home Efficiency
Loan Program
for Efficiency
Works– Fort
Collins, Colorado

Loan
Administrator
City funds
administered
through utility bill

Description
•
•
•
•
•
•

Home Energy
Loan Program –
Toronto,
Ontario xxxvii

Environment and
Energy Division,
City of Toronto

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Energize CT Connecticut

NHSaves – New
Hampshire
HEAT Loan –
Rhode Island

Electricity and
natural gas utility
companies

New Hampshire
Electric Coop

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Repaid through monthly utility bills
Financing up to 100% of project costs (max $25,000)
Rates of 2.5% - 4% for term up to 20 years
No penalty for early repayment
Simple qualification (640 FICO score, 6 months good bill
payment history, and no disconnect for non-payment)
Switched to partnership with local credit union in October
2016
Repaid through property tax bills
Loan is lesser of $75,000 or 10% of current value assessment
Fixed Interest Rates/Terms: 2.0% - 5 years, 2.75% - 10 years,
3.5% - 15 years
No penalty for early repayment
2% administrative charge added
Provides Lender Consent Form for properties with mortgage
Complete application form (mail, email, online)
Complete home energy assessment with NRCan registered
Energy Adviser
Has $10 million funding envelope – targeting 1000
houses xxxviii
3-year initial pilot saw: 485 expressions of interest, 267
funding offers, 125 retrofit projects completed, 21% funding
envelope expended (approximately 1 in 4 applications
converted to retrofit project)
Average project costs were $16,800
Most popular Improvements are window upgrades, heating
system efficiency upgrades, and insulation
Low-cost/high-impact items (e.g. air sealing) often also
completed
Modelling indicates $560/year energy bill savings
Repaid via electricity bills
Support from Connecticut Green Bank
Provides unsecured, low interest loans for heating system
improvements (including ASHPs)
Rate 0.99% APR, Term 3 - 10 years
Down payment required
2% APR financing available to NHEC customers for heat
pump installation
0% APR financing available for residential ASHPs
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4.4.2

Bulk Pricing
Bulk pricing is an approach that local governments can use to secure a reduced price for equipment or retrofit
packages from suppliers or installers by guaranteeing a large volume purchase. Typically, the program
administrator issues a competitive request for proposal or request for quote. One or more winning bidders are
selected from the received submissions. While helping to address the affordability barrier, bulk pricing also has
the benefit of increasing trust in contractor proposals. Without standardized or competitively selected prices,
residents who want to ensure fair pricing need to expend significant time and effort to receive and manage
quotes from different suppliers. Bulk pricing removes this requirement and simplifies the homeowner
experience xxxix. Without a bulk purchase or pricing, residential retrofits become unique one-off projects that are
not suitable for discount pricing xl. Example programs that have used a bulk pricing approach to financing are
summarized in Table 8.
Table 7: Bulk Pricing Examples
Program Name –
Jurisdiction
HeatSmart Mass Massachusetts

Program
Administrator
Massachusetts
Clean Energy
Center

Description
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bay Area
SunShares – Bay
Area, California

San Francisco
Business Council
on Climate Change

•
•
•

Communities agree to participate in program
Individuals can only participate if they own property located
in participating community
Competitive RFP issued by each participating community to
select installer(s) to offer heat pumps to interested residents
Pilot run in 2018, data on savings not yet available
Also eligible to apply for incentives
Similar program for Solar PV (Solarize Mass), saw 20%
savings over state average prices
Competitive RFP issued to find Solar PV and EV vendors
Group discounts secured from selected vendors
Program site directs interested customers to selected
vendors

Bulk purchasing has been trialled by a number of cities. For example, Boulder County has issued group
purchase programs for electric vehicles by issuing an RFP to EV manufacturers and selected the company
(Nissan in this case) with the more attractive bid per watt. It has also been demonstrated in the City of Fort
Collins, which developed a standard pricing per unit of insulation and air sealing. The City acted as the referring
agency and required contractors to apply the rebate price as an up-front discount. Contractors were in turn
required to submit all relevant documentation, taking the burden off the customer. While successful, the
program took several years to initiate – City staff first requested bids on five sample homes and translated this
into set prices per square foot. Standard prices were also unable to be developed for windows or mechanical
systems, limiting the applicability and potential impact of the program. xli
Some programs (e.g. EnergyFIT in New York City) have also successfully packaged a bulk pricing fee with
incentives and other available funding and present only one price to the customer. While more work
administratively, this simplifies the financial requirements for the resident and lowers their barriers to
participation xlii.
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4.4.3

Leasing
Another method to reduce the affordability barrier is for utility companies to offer heat pumps through a
leasing model. With a lease in hand, residents pay no upfront costs, but are instead billed a lease or rental fee
on their monthly utility bill. Leasing is often used to target low-income residents who are unable to pay the
upfront costs for a heat pump or qualify for loan financing. Some additional benefits to a leasing model pertain
to the fact that often installation, maintenance and other service benefits are included in the leasing fee. This
further reduces risks of future costs to financially vulnerable residents. Available incentives or rebates are also
typically applied to leasing fees, while ongoing service and maintenance by a qualified installer can help to
optimize operating conditions, reducing energy costs.
The design of leasing programs varies, with some operating as a lease-to-own and others using a rental model
with no buyout option. Example programs that have used an equipment leasing approach to financing are
summarized in Table 9.
Table 8: Leasing Program Examples
Program Name –
Jurisdiction
Heat Pump
Financing - Nova
Scotia xliii

Rental Mini Split
Ductless Heat
Pump Program Saint John, New
Brunswick xliv

Green Mountain
Power Heat Pump
Leasing –
Vermont xlv, xlvi,
xlvii

Program
Administrator
Nova Scotia Power
(utility company)

Saint John Energy
(utility company
owned by City of
Saint John)

Green Mountain
Power (utility
company)

Description
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Repaid on monthly utility bill
Lease-to-own program
Installation and taxes included
Option to include service upgrades, maintenance packages
into lease
Rate 7.0%, Term 3 – 10 years
Transferable to new owner if property is sold
Payment of $1 at end of term to transfer ownership
Repaid on monthly utility bill
Rental rate includes installation, yearly maintenance,
service calls and replacement
There is no buyout option
Minimum 3-year rental term
Rental Rates (subject to potential increases):
o 9,000 BTU - $48.99/month
o 12,000 BTU - $49.49/month
o 15,000 BTU - $49.99/month
o OR 10-year fixed rate - $55.99/month
Transferable to new owner if property is sold
Includes free home assessment
Local heating and cooling company selected as installer
Repaid on monthly utility bill
Lease-to-own program
Partnered with local credit union to administer lease/loan
Maintenance included in lease fee
Terms can be negotiated, maximum 5 years for under
$3,000 loan, maximum 12 years for over $3,000 loan
Rates at lease 5.15% (under $3,000), at lease 5.65% (over
$3,000)
Offer similar model for other home items (e.g. Back-up
battery storage)
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4.4.4

Pay for Performance Model
Finally, pay for performance (P4P) programs offer a model that shifts away from the use of up-front payments
to help fund energy efficiency measures, to a model of ongoing payments based on verified energy savings
delivered by the program. Program administrators are typically either governmental agencies or utility
companies, who issue requests for proposals for qualified companies who bundle efficiency (“aggregators”) to
bid to provide energy efficiency measures. Selected aggregators are then free to negotiate with potential
residents to implement energy efficiency packages. Once energy efficiency measures are implemented,
weather normalized energy savings are tracked and payments are delivered to the aggregator based on savings
achieved.
P4P programs have the potential to provide significant energy savings and to ensure persistent savings over
time. Including items such as tiered incentive payments, minimum savings requirements, and/or multiple
measure projects in the program design further help to drive deep savings. Under P4P, aggregators ideally are
given significant freedom to choose how they will achieve their energy efficiency savings. This can facilitate
innovation as private sector companies can experiment with their business model and optimize energy
efficiency delivery.
Pay for performance programs are not new, but only recently have started being applied to the residential
sector xlviii. Aside from the smart meters that are required to allow measurement and access to data by
consumers, a major challenge in applying this model to expand heat pump adoption is that typical P4P
programs are run by utility companies who value energy efficiency as their primary commodity. To promote
fuel switching, a P4P program would have to incent carbon reductions in addition to, or instead of energy
savings, which can be more complex to quantify. As targeting carbon reductions is beyond the operational
mandate of most utility companies, such a program could require an alternate program administrator willing to
provide funds for measured carbon reductions found. Alternatively, modifying utility incentive programs to
allow promotion of electrification and fuel switching (focus on carbon not energy) would provide a significant
source of capital to support heat pump adoption xlix. Example programs that have used a pay for performance
approach to financing are summarized in Table 10.

Table 9: Pay for Performance Program Examples
Program
Name –
Jurisdiction
Pay-forPerformance
Pilot – New
York State

Program
Administrator
NYSERDA

Description

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Pilot split into two target markets: one for single family residential
Single family residential pilot – budget $20 million for multi-phase pilot
(targeting 2,500 – 10,000 projects), partnered with utility
Qualified companies who bundle efficiency (aggregators) will bid for
opportunity to join program based on their estimated savings, market
intervention plan, and bid price
Winning aggregators will work with contractors to implement
interventions
Aggregators paid quarterly based on savings achieved
Aggregators can also secure private financing for their projects
Uses CalTRACK (http://www.caltrack.org/caltrack.html) to determine
efficiency results
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Program
Name –
Jurisdiction
Residential
Pay-forPerformance
Program California l

Program
Administrator
Pacific Gas and
Electric (PG&E)

Description

•
•
•
•
•

4.5

Payments made twice, one and two years after initial intervention
No up-front payment
Initial program budget $5 million for incentives
Offered alongside private PACE financing to overcome customer barrier
of up-front costs li
Uses CalTRACK (http://www.caltrack.org/caltrack.html) to determine
efficiency results

Industry Capacity
Barriers addressed: awareness, acceptance, affordability

4.5.1

Creating Retrofit Standards
Ensuring consistent and appropriate solutions are implemented is a critical piece to ensuring the success of any
retrofit program. This includes both the development of standards for acceptable equipment, as well as
guidelines and requirements for their proper installation. Without each of these standards, the performance of
heat pump technologies can be substantially lower that expected, leading to substantial increases in energy
costs for the homeowner and a poor return on investment. Such instances of poor performance can in turn
lead to an erosion of consumer trust in the market, risking slower rates of heat pump adoption. lii
One agency that is working to develop these kinds of standards is the Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnerships
(NEEP), which developed a cold climate air source heat pump specification and product list. NEEP initially
reviewed standard specifications and identified concerns that the efficiency of locally available heat pumps
(measured in heating seasonal performance factor, or HSPF) would be insufficient to guarantee their
performance in the cold climates of the northeast. In response, NEEP developed a specification and product list
that was tailored towards cold climate performance and required data on performance in cold temperatures,
and performance along a range of operating temperatures. NEEP’s list has since been referenced and used as
the equipment standard for numerous incentive programs in the Northeast liii. While no such list has been
developed north of the border, NEEP’s efforts have broad applicability to colder climates in Canada and could
be replicated for overall heat pump performance.
With respect to installation and inspection, the unique nature of retrofit projects makes these kinds of
standards both more challenging and more important to ensure success. While they exist in other jurisdictions,
British Columbia does not have a specific code for heat pump installation or inspection, which has created a
high margin of error in installations, especially for central heat pumps replacing gas furnaces. liv BC Hydro
currently issues quality control requirements for any ductless mini-split heat pump that receives an incentive,
but it has not developed any criteria for central heat pumps.
Fortunately, there are some efforts to improve installation standards that hold promise of making a significant
difference across the industry:
•

FortisBC, BC Hydro and the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources are in the process of
developing a Best Practice Installation Guide for ductless, min-ducted and centrally ducted (forced air)
heat pumps, to be finalized in fall 2019.
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•

The Canadian Standards Association (CSA) is currently developing a Dynamic ASHP Test Procedure,
which will be a useful standard to apply for heat pump installations.

•

Local institutions such as the Thermal Environmental Comfort Association (TECA) additionally offer
strong courses on HVAC system design which has some transferability to existing home renovations.

•

The Home Performance Stakeholder Council (HPSC) is in the process of jointly developing a training
curriculum for the quality installation of forced air furnaces and air source heat pumps with FortisBC.

An interesting precedent for improving installation quality can be seen in the local programs that operate under
Energy Star Home Performance in the United States. These programs perform quality assurance checks on
potential contractors and only allow approved contractors to provide work under this program. The Energy Star
logo, as a nationally recognized and top-ranked brand, has the added benefit of increasing homeowner trust in
the program lv. Something similar in Canada that ran under a nationally recognized organization, such as
EnerGuide, could be a powerful motivator for improving retrofit performance through standardized contractor
capabilities. Other example programs that have issued quality assurance requirements are summarized in
Table 10.
Table 10: Example Retrofit Standard Requirements
Program Name –
Jurisdiction
NHSaves – New
Hampshire

Program
Administrator
Utility
companies

Description
•
•

NYSERDA – New
York State

Clean Energy
Fund

NYSERDA – New
York

Clean Energy
Fund

•
•
•
•

Efficiency
Vermont Vermont

N/A

•
•
•
•

•

National Grid –
Rhode Island

N/A

•
•
•

NHEC program encourages installation with licensed contractor and
equipment must be ENERGY STAR certified
Program administrator have authority to inspect installed heat
pump
Comprehensive quality assurance program including standards,
field and photo inspections
Installers may train owners on system operation and maintenance
Support manufacturer training for consistency in installation and
use
Launched a cost-share promotion, in which
manufacturers/distributors/installers can receive a 50/50 match (up
to $50,000) towards marketing and advertisement
Contractor training, consumer education and outreach
No formal quality control program, no inspections required for
installations
Instead developed installer education piece and consumer
education guide
Provide training and continuing education support to heat pump
installers who are members of Efficiency Excellence Network and
encourage customers to select these installers
Strategically engage manufacturers, distributors, and contractors to
develop collaborative sales, marketing, inventory management, and
training approaches
Follow QA/QC program as equivalent program in Massachusetts
Includes airflow quality check and charge check on 10% of
contractor tune-ups (required for access to financing)
Developing customer-focused materials for contractors to
distribute to customers
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Program Name –
Jurisdiction
Efficiency MaineMaine

Program
Administrator
Governmental
agency

Description

Partnership with 400 registered contractors to deliver program
Customers receive 1-page list of questions to compare contractors
Program-approved installers must complete program and
manufacturer training
• Rebate form (completed by installers) requires post installation
measurements to confirm correct installation
EnergizeCT Eversource
• Must use approved installer
Connecticut
and United
• Equipment must be ENERGY STAR certified
Illuminating
• Offers Quality Installation and Verification (QIV) program
Company
• Contractor program training is coordinated with training offered by
equipment manufacturers
• Moving forward recommends customer education on correct use of
equipment
Two bundling programs that are worth noting for their efforts to improve the quality of system installation are
NYC’s Energy FIT pilot and Fort Collins’ Efficiency Works Streamlined Path. Both programs initiated their
programs by working with and identifying contractors able to guarantee a high level of installation quality or
performance. In NYC, Pratt Centre staff worked with contractors to identify the average costs of a range of
energy efficiency upgrades, which they used to develop a range of set prices offered to homeowners based on
their income level. This approach ensured that homeowners were safeguarded from having to haggle with
contractors for work done under the program, and allowed the City to identify a singe trusted contractor who
could be counted on to complete the work to a higher standard.
•
•
•

In Fort Collins, program staff similarly engaged with contractors for several years prior to developing their
bundling program. Instead of requiring contractors to demonstrate their qualifications through a costly thirdparty form of certification, Fort Collins provided their own training to contractors based on national standards
and had each one complete a participation agreement. These agreements bound contractors to offering a
certain price for retrofits and allowed them to gain access to applicable rebates. The resultant streamlined
pathway of the Efficiency Works program was initiated in 2015, at which point only those contractors who had
demonstrated the highest quality work were offered the opportunity to participate in the pilot.
4.5.2

Turning Industry Members into Advocates
One means of improving overall heat pump performance and building homeowner satisfaction in the final
product is to work directly with members of the renovation and construction industry themselves. Beyond the
actual implementation of retrofits, industry actors ranging from manufacturers to installers can be important
sources of information, even before a homeowner decides to pursue a fuel switch. They furthermore act as key
contact points in the process and can create and/or take advantage opportunities for to educate and inform
homeowners on the benefits of heat pump applications. Contractor-led and word-of-mouth forms of marketing
have also been shown to drive customer awareness of potential programs and incentive opportunities. lvi
However, this is a largely untapped resource; renovators are typically focused on a single type of upgrade (e.g. a
kitchen), and often fail to communicate the benefits of adopting either additional upgrades alongside other
renovations, or heat pumps specifically. lvii
Several programs across North America have provided a means of increasing their ability of industry actors to
market directly to consumers. For example, National Grid Rhode Island’s program developed a targeted
marketing initiative for customers with either electric resistance or fuel oil heating systems, and crafted
customer-focused materials for contractors to distribute directly to their clients. Experiences in Boulder
Colorado also offer a good example of how to build a positive relationship with industry stakeholders. With
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heat pump prices 20% higher than other parts if the country, municipal staff elected to reach out to a key
manufacturer (Mitsubishi) and worked together with them to improve training and quality assurance. Heat
pump purchases were reported to increase 230% following this initiative lviii.
In general, these programs point to the opportunity for local governments to encourage heat pump
manufacturers to more actively engage in promoting and advertising the co-benefits of heat pumps. Such
engagement can come in the form of simply providing information to homeowners who are looking for it, to
more actively promoting the benefits of heat pumps via advertisements and workshops with builders and
designers. Importantly, such education must be marketed across and between industries to ensure that all
relevant trades can speak knowledgably about the benefits and interactions between multiple home energy
upgrades. lix

4.6

Streamlining Program Components
Barriers addressed: awareness, acceptance
A final key component of successful home energy retrofit programs is the provision of continued support for
participants, from beginning to end. One important means of providing this support has been through the
development of programs that reduce complexity and streamline the process of undergoing a major
renovation.

4.6.1

Providing Customer Support
In British Columbia, major renovations that involve multiple upgrades necessarily involve multiple unconnected
contractors, as there are few whole home contractors for home energy retrofits. As such, there is no natural
single point of contact for homeowners interested in multiple upgrades who can inform them as to the
appropriate mix of upgrade options and coordinate installation. lx In addition to the multiplicity of actors
involved, other issues that homeowners have cited as barriers to undergoing major renovations include: lxilxii
•
•
•
•
•

The need to make complex technical decisions
The difficulty in calculating energy and cost savings to prioritize upgrades
The hassle of navigating the overall process
A lack of time to meet with and select contractors
A lack of trust in contractor proposals

Several programs have overcome this obstacle by appointing a single point of contact to take participants
through the process with whom they can develop a trusted relationship. For example, New York’s Energy FIT
program has found a means of minimizing the number of decision points for program participants by
appointing a single point of contact for the whole process. Applicants fill out an online form to begin the intake
process, which is followed by a phone interview to gather further details, assess eligibility, and being to create a
relationship between the homeowner and the program. A 90-minute walk-through is conducted using a mobile
data collection tool, followed by the retrofits themselves, which are also documented. Applicants fill out a
survey following the renovation and receive an analysis of their utility bill one year later to determine energy
savings. The efficiency of the program resulted in retrofit processes that were completed in three days, from
initial homeowner contact to completed retrofit. lxiii
Fort Collins’ program similarly reported significantly reduced completion times, as well as the expedited receipt
of rebates, by identifying a single point of contact to help homeowners understand options, select financing,
submit rebate forms, and under the renovation process. Similarly, Boulder’s Comfort365 program offers a “one
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stop shop” for customers interested in air-source heat pumps. Interested residents are paired with a personal
advisor free of charge to help them identify options, connect with registered contractors, evaluate bids, and
access rebates. lxiv In collective neighbourhood programs such as SNAP, Transition Towns, and the Cool Block,
single points of contact and coordination are also paid to train and manage community champions, as well as
troubleshoot any problems homeowners encounter during the retrofit process
Interviews with local industry actors in the Lower Mainland indicate that a similar single point of contact, while
desirable, is not yet readily available. While Energy Advisors currently represent one of the most appropriate
actors to act as this third-party coordinator, their affiliation with Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) and
accountability in ensuring EnerGuide requirements are met during new construction and existing building
projects limits their ability to act in a broader capacity. As such, there is a need and an opportunity for a similar
role to emerge in the local Vancouver market.
Fortunately, there are already companies poised to fulfill this particular need. One of the most compelling
approaches to the one-stop-shop has been provided by US-based Radiant Labs. As noted above, Radiant Labs
and its partner company Fuel Switch have worked with cities in the US to identify homes with high emissions
reduction potential using geospatial, permitting and demographic data, and then working with homeowners to
identify the energy saving impact of diverse retrofit measures. They use a platform through which each
participating household receives a full energy model and analysis that indicates the necessary measures to
achieve a net-zero level of energy performance. Households are left with a roadmap consisting of estimated
equipment replacement times, multiple alternative packages of retrofit options, and a 20-year financial analysis
of each option. In this way, participants are able to see the full suite of complementary measures necessary to
reach net-zero and can select them in the appropriate order when finances allow (Figure 3). lxv Lightspark lxvi is a
similar company that has emerged in Canada, which offers similar products and applications such as digital
home audits, residential saving apps, and others. While Lightspark is a promising start-up based locally in
British Columbia, their full product offerings are currently less developed than Radiant Labs in terms of the full
suite of integrated packages.
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Figure 2: Sample Roadmap by Radiant Labs

Table 11: Program Support Examples
Program Name –
Jurisdiction
Heat Smart - City
of Northampton,
Mass.

Program
Administrator
City of
Northampton

Comfort 365 –
Boulder, CO.

Energy Smart, City
of Boulder, Boulder
County
Utility Companies

Efficiency Works Fort Collins, CO.

Description
•

‘Heat Smart coaches’ in each community act as points of
contact between installers and participants

•
•

Personal advisor appointed to each resident
Supplemented by website with info on heat pumps

•

Single point of contact for homeowners give options on
good, better, best retrofit bundles
Measures installed by participating third party service
provider

•

Transition Town –
Totnes, UK lxvii

Community-led

•

Community champion trained by the host organization
lead participants through the process
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4.6.2

Continuing Support and Encouragement
Finally, to ensure performance goals are realized and program participants continue to be enrolled, some
organizations are turning to focus on improving customer understanding of their new systems. This is
especially relevant where heat pump systems have been installed in addition to an existing system. For
example, ductless air-source heat pumps are being installed in the northeast United States as a means of
reducing dependency on higher cost and higher carbon intensity fuel sources for heat in the winter. However,
studies are revealing that customers are failing to use the system to its full extent, and occasionally use both
systems simultaneously. lxviii To this end, the Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnership is providing education to
homeowners on the appropriate way to use their dual system, and are working on a means of encouraging the
use of automated controls. One means that is currently under investigation is a form of incentive that combines
automated controls together with the heat pump system itself, to help avoid the potential for misuse. lxix
Once programs are completed, participants are often offered a chance to complete a survey on their level of
satisfaction. While these are difficult data to obtain, findings from CBSM and other work has shown that
recognition for the effort of participating can play a key role in program satisfaction, as well as ongoing uptake.
lxxForms of recognition can vary from web-based acknowledgement of participants, to some form of signage to
display, to others. This visibility of program participants also extends to the packages of bundles themselves –
for example, while energy efficiency upgrades and heat pumps can go largely unnoticed, solar panels constitute
a highly visible symbol of participation.
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5

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE CITY OF VANCOUVER
The review of policies and packages presented above offer a sound foundation from which to identify the key
transferable lessons learned to the City of Vancouver, and to municipalities in Canada more broadly. Overall,
the findings of this review indicate that bundling programs require multiple components that the full range of
market barriers, from reducing costs and complexity, to boosting industry capacity and quality. Below, some of
the key findings from this review are presented in reference to the City of Vancouver’s unique context.

5.1

Identify a Set of Bundling Packages
The first step in developing a bundling program is to identify the packages of measures that can and should be
offered. One option that the City can consider is the issuance of Requests for Proposals or Bids to identify and
select one or more vendors to provide standard pricing for retrofit measures. RFPs would seek qualified
bidders to identify and provide a predefined set of retrofit measure for a set range of costs. However,
considering the variability in Vancouver’s housing stock, a fixed retrofit package would be challenging to
develop beyond for very narrowly scoped building archetypes lxxi. One potential archetype that could suit this
model is the “Vancouver Special”, a style of on-grade two-storey home built throughout the 1960s through
1980s. Vancouver Specials typically have shallow-pitched roofs, a full-width balcony on the front façade of the
second floor, a ground-level set of double doors set to one side of the front façade, and a mix of brick and
stucco cladding. lxxii
Vancouver Specials were constructed in the thousands as a result of their ability to maximize square footage on
smaller lots, and represent a unique and ubiquitous housing archetype found across the city. Though they do
exhibit some variations, their relatively uniform design lends itself to a replicable retrofit package of envelope
and mechanical system upgrades. While further research is required to identify precisely what segment of the
housing market would be a potential target for this approach, results from the Energy and GHG Archetype Home
Project Summary Report prepared by City Green in 2018 indicate that home constructed prior to 2000 are those
with the highest potential for energy efficiency improvements. lxxiii In the interim, zeroing in on Vancouver
Specials of a certain age and/or location represents a potentially effective marketing strategy that could be
deployed quickly and cost-effectively.

Figure 3: The Vancouver Special
(Source: Vancouver heritage Foundation)
For all other housing archetypes, an approach similar to that taken by Fort Collins is a promising approach for
the City of Vancouver to explore. Such a model is ideal considering the uniqueness of the single-family home
market in Vancouver and the wide diversity of housing archetypes that are seen.
Under this approach, the City would work with local vendors to define a range of reasonable prices for standard
energy efficiency measures (e.g. $/square foot of insulation/air sealing; unit costs for heat pumps, solar PVs).
Measures to be priced should include a broad range of potential measures with appeal to different
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homeowners with different interests and incomes, from simple envelope upgrades and air sealing, to solar PV
panels and EV charging infrastructure. Measures can then be packaged into different tiers that represent
increasing levels of impact and that correspond to different income levels.
Data from 2018 City Green indicate that the most common upgrades completed for homes constructed
between 1939 (or earlier) and 2000 include: upgrades to higher efficiency natural gas heating systems, window
upgrades, attic/ceiling insulation upgrades, and other insulation upgrades. Least common upgrades in included
those most of interest to the City of Vancouver – namely, upgrades from natural gas heating and DHW systems
to electricity-based systems, as well as deeper air sealing/draft proofing upgrades and heat recovery
ventilators. As such, an emphasis will need to be placed on securing the lowest possible rates for these
components. Table 11 presents example packages that could be designed to capture the different depths of
retrofit activities.
Table 12: Example Bundling Package Options
Tier 1 (Silver)
• Air sealing
• Insulation (attic)
• Heat pump (DHW)
• Heat pump (space
heating/cooling)

Tier 2 (Gold)
• Air Sealing
• Insulation (attic and exterior)
• Heat pump (DHW)
• Heat pump (space
heating/cooling)
• Upgraded windows/doors

Tier 3 (Platinum)
• Air Sealing
• Insulation (attic and exterior)
• Heat pump (DHW)
• Heat pump (space
heating/cooling)
• Upgraded windows/doors
• Smart controls
• HRV

Extras:
• Replace gas fireplace with electric
• High efficiency electric appliances

Extras
• Smart controls
• HRV

Extras:
• Solar PV
• Tesla battery wall
• Induction cooktop
• EV Charging Infrastructure

The benefit of engaging with contractors in this way extends beyond the identification of potential prices, to
eliciting awareness and interest in the opportunity afforded by retrofit bundling programs. Engaging industry
members in the development of the program itself will help to increase both the effectiveness of the program
and contractors’ ability to discuss its details and merits to potential customers once rolled out. Participation in
the program can also be limited to those vendors who agree to use the set pricing and who generally
participate in program development.

5.2

Build Industry Capacity
As in other regions of North America, the relatively low penetration of heat pumps into the residential heating
and cooling market in Vancouver has translated into relatively low industry awareness and capacity around
their different models, benefits, installation, and maintenance. This in turn has created an issue with respect to
the number of qualified contractors that can install heat pump systems, as well as problems with actual heat
pump performance once installed. As noted above, the heat pump efficiency is key to ensuring energy costs
remain low and homeowners see a return on their investment. Three methods of ensuring higher overall heat
pump performance are noted below.
First, the use of pre-qualified trades is one means of addressing this issue in Vancouver. Currently, there is no
requirement in Vancouver for contractors involved in large renovations to be certified residential builders
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licenced under the Homeowner Protection Act. Simply requiring a higher level of certification for renovators or
tradespersons could help to increase the quality of heat pump installation, as well as other upgrades.
Fortunately, such designations are currently under development by the Thermal Environmental Comfort
Association (i.e. red seal-level HVAC technician certification and the Canadian Home Builders’ Association (i.e.
Net-Zero Contractor certification). Only allowing those contractors who achieve one of these two designations
will help to ensure high levels of service provision and homeowner satisfaction.
Second, the Province of British Columbia has furthermore indicated an interest in developing a province-wide
set of standards for heat pump installation, beginning with relatively light requirements and moving towards a
more rigorous set of requirements. BC Hydro and the Energy Efficiency Branch have also signalled an interest in
creating a standardized training curriculum that installers will be required to take. Installers will eventually be
required to fill out a standardized checklist at installation, which will be periodically audited to ensure
completeness.
Third, EfficiencyBC programs currently require AHRI certified air-source heat pumps to be installed to qualify for
an incentive, but the AHRI standard testing and certification does not cover the coldest outdoor temperature
design conditions. lxxiv As such, there may be an opportunity to improve on the AHRI certification to guarantee
sufficient equipment performance, particularly in colder climates by developing (or adopting) Cold Climate AirSource Heat Specifications. This approach has already been taken by the Northeast Energy Efficiency
Partnerships (NEEP), who have developed such specifications along with a list of approved cold climate air
source heat pumps that have been able to demonstrate efficient performance across the full range of operating
conditions including the coldest outdoor temperature design conditions lxxv.

5.3

Secure Appropriate Financing
Most households require some form of financing to make retrofits financially feasible. While institutions such
as VanCity already offer low-interest financing options for home energy upgrades, they remain limited in both
their extent and their uptake. lxxvi As such, there remains an opportunity for the City of Vancouver to encourage
third-party loan financing options for energy upgrades generally, and heat pumps retrofits specifically. This is
especially the case given that Vancouver homeowners indicated that the cost of retrofits measures and the
potential for long payback periods (i.e. greater than 10 years) were two of the primary barriers facing the
implementation of a bundling program.
With respect to their source, the City has previously engaged with VanCity to provide similar financing options,
which represent an attractive option given their interest and experience in offering competitive financing for
similar programs. However, the need to be a member of the credit union can pose limitations on the ability of a
wide range of homeowners to apply. The City could also explore other financial institutions, such as the Royal
Bank of Canada, to ensure that a suitable and standardized option exists for the majority of Vancouver
homeowners.
The Province of BC has also indicated a preference for a third-party financing model to help finance home and
small building retrofit projects. The provincial Energy Efficiency Branch is currently identifying an appropriate
means of securing moderately-sized loans with subsidized, secure and below-prime interest rates that are
competitive with typical lines of credit. A variety of models are currently under consideration (e.g. single large
provider vs. several smaller providers), with the goal of moving to a competitive bid for a standard offer in the
next fiscal year. lxxvii
It should be noted that while PACE loans are an attractive option as they tie the loan to the property, previous
efforts to implement a PACE loan program in Vancouver were unsuccessful. lxxviii In 2010, the City of Vancouver
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staff made efforts to develop a PACE program and identified a number of retrofit measures (including heat
pumps). A request to change legislation regarding local improvement charges (LIC) to initiate the program
required an amendment to the Vancouver Charter but was turned down. As such, while a PACE loan program
could help reduce the financial barrier associated with heat pump installation, its development could face
legislative and other barriers.
Finally, while third party financing remains the most viable approach to date, it is worth monitoring progress
within provincial institutions and utilities to determine if an alternative approach could be added at a later date.
Two key options outside of municipal jurisdiction that may nevertheless be worth exploring for the longer term
include:
•

Leasing or rental options: Lower incomes in particular can benefit from a heat pump leasing program as
a result of the lower overall monthly rates that can be achieved. However, provincial electric utilities
have shown little interest in this model, likely as a result of the complexity of installing and negotiating
ownership of heat pumps. lxxix

•

Pay-for-performance programs: While provincial utilities already offer such programs, their use in
supporting heat pump adoption would require their redesign to support carbon reduction
performance in lieu of simple energy savings.

As noted above, it is also important to ensure that any financing mechanism the City of Vancouver selects is
paired with regulated installation and certification requirements to ensure that equipment and operational
quality is maintained.

5.4

Identify and Bundle in Incentives
Results from the review above show that some of the most successful programs in North America to date have
combined fixed pricing, incentives, and loan financing to reduce financial barriers and increase homeowner
uptake. Compared to other jurisdictions in North America, both British Columbia and Vancouver already have
very attractive heat pump incentives, which can be combined with additional incentives for additional energy
efficiency retrofit measures. However, Vancouver homeowners indicated that a lack of awareness of these
incentives was another key barrier to retrofit uptake.
The City can work to reduce the affordability barrier further by exploring and offering additional incentives for
heat pump retrofits, including tax rebates for homes that undergo a complete assessment and upgrade, and/or
a “Deep Green Retrofit” incentive of a higher total value for homes that make the shift to an all-electric system.
Further, while downstream incentives for heat pumps tend to be most common, incentives at upstream (i.e. to
the manufacturer) or midstream (i.e. to the contractor) can help to build critical relationships with industry,
reduce supply chain risks, and encourage suppliers and installers to recommend heat pumps to consumers.
Any new incentives should also be limited to proven equipment that will work effectively in the context in which
they are installed.
In pulling together a full bundled package, all available incentives and rebates should be included into the
retrofit price shown to homeowners, with financing options provided alongside to give the full true cost of
retrofit measures. Contractors themselves should additionally be required to apply for rebates to help reduce
the complexity of the process for the homeowner, as well as the swift submission of rebate applications. As an
option for future incentives, the City can also support and work with provincial utilities to explore the potential
of a lower utility rate to retrofit program participants
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5.5

Remove Permitting and Regulatory Barriers
Ensuing the success of a bundling program requires the City to identify and remove permitting and other
regulatory barriers. One of the major barriers that was identified in engaging with local contractors is the sheer
volume of retrofit activities that are carried out illegally, i.e. without the required permitting. As many as 50% of
renovations are thought to be conducted without the required permitting, which represents not only a
potential issue with respect to overall performance (including occupant safety), but a lost opportunity to
educate homeowners on the potential benefits of additional or staged retrofit measures.
To resolve the problem of “black market” renovations, the City would benefit from increased efforts to simplify
and clarify the permitting process. Proactive homeowner and contractor education on the City’s permitting
requirements would help to avoid the need to issue a stop work order, minimizing frustration and additional
costs to the homeowner. However, a full home retrofit can require homeowners to secure a series of permits
(e.g. gas, electrical, plumbing, etc.), making for a more complicated and perplexing process. As permit
requirements increase (e.g. to meet increasing energy or seismic standards), this may inadvertently result in
reducing rates of compliance further. Some industry members have also indicated that the City’s approach to
requiring a permit for work valued over a certain threshold can be problematic, as it encourages some
contractors to find ways to price or separate out renovations in a way that avoids triggering the need for a
permit.
Finally, restrictions on where and how heat pumps can be installed (e.g. through noise bylaws) can also make
life difficult for homeowners. As such, identifying alternative permitting triggers, simplifying the permitting
process, and increasing enforcement on Work without Permit are all areas the City of Vancouver should
continue to explore.

5.6

Identify High-Potential Homeowner Groups
The success of energy retrofit programs of this type hinge on the administrator’s success in garnering a
sufficient level of initial participation. For the City of Vancouver’s bundling program efforts to be successful, it
will need to begin with a targeted marketing/engagement effort to identify those households most likely to
engage in such a program, as well as those most likely to achieve significant emission reductions.
With respect to sources of data, the City of Vancouver has already begun to compile relevant data for the
purposes of targeted energy efficiency and fuel switching marketing, which could be used to pinpoint homes
and smaller neighbourhoods with concentrations of suitable homes. However, larger scale mapping activities
are currently under exploration by the Province of British Columbia in partnership with BC Hydro. The
partnership would leverage information compiled by the utility to identify relevant segments or home
archetypes and work to develop targeted messaging for different households based on the likelihood of heat
pump adoption. Due to privacy issues, it is likely that this program will be run internally, and will begin with a
pilot to test how best to engage with both homeowners and small business owners. Likely homeowner groups
of high interest and potential include:
•
•
•

Owners of older homes of a replicable typology, such as the Vancouver Special
Owners of homes with high “energy burdens” (i.e. low incomes and high energy bills), and
Owners of homes with high positive payback potential (e.g. homes with poor insulation and electric
baseboard heaters).
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5.7

Engage with High-Interest Homeowners
With respect to messaging itself, the lessons learned from CBSM and other successful programs indicate the
need to draw on compelling narratives to raise awareness on the primary health, comfort and emissions
reduction benefits of heat pump technologies. Vancouver homeowners surveyed for this study indicated that
key motivators for participating in a bundling program centre around the ability to realize first cost savings via
discounted packages, energy savings over time, and for some, the ability to champion climate action in their
neighbourhoods. While focusing on the altruistic aspects of retrofits is not likely to be an effective narrative
across the city, it is a potentially useful messaging for initial program participants. Focusing on those who are
most interested and able to participate in a bundling program for reasons of environmental values or
inclinations was use to success in Boulder, and could be replicated in Vancouver.
One key benefit of heat pump applications that is growing in value (but not yet widely understood by
homeowners) is the opportunity to use them as a means of providing cooling. Adding cooling represents a
potential means of displacing rather than completely replacing existing HVAC systems that rely on higher
carbon intensity sources of fuel (e.g. natural gas-fired boilers), as heat pumps can provide both heating and
cooling. 2 Providing cooling will also become increasingly important as the frequency of air quality advisories
increase due to the increase in summer wildfire events across the province. Presenting the benefits of heat
pumps to customers to improved health and comfort in the summer is likely to become an increasingly
compelling narrative that can also represent a means of slowly displacing and eventually replacing gas-fired
boilers.
Means of engaging with homeowners that were highlighted by Vancouver homeowners included the following:
•
•
•
•

Fun and engaging social interventions at the block scale, such as parties with food
Use of online, easily available platforms to educate and raise awareness, with and without social media
Block level competitions in which home energy use and/or retrofit actions can be monitored and
displayed using online platforms to help garner visibility and a sense of competitiveness
Messaging that emphasizes a better future for children, aesthetic issues, and energy and cost savings

When asked to choose the best ways to engage/recruit homeowners, participant prioritized block activities
organized by neighbours, school-related activities, and community centre programs (see Figure 5). Courses
offered could take a similar approach to those offered for earthquake preparedness, instead focusing on
means to “fight climate change at home” or “green your home”. Engaging via existing events (e.g. farmers
markets) or groups (e.g. Dunbar Earthquake and Emergency Preparedness group, Village Vancouver, British
Columbia Sustainable Energy Association, Green Bloc, Resilient Neighbourhoods networks, school boards) were
suggested as potentially useful approaches to consider. Vancouver residents also noted the establishment or
support of a community resource centre, as well as community applications for small neighbourhood grants as
means of engagement for the City to consider.

2

In the Northeast United States, heat pumps have seen increased uptake as a means of displacing the high costs of heating
derived from fuel oil
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Figure 4: Results of homeowner focus group on best ways to engage and recruit homeowners in neighbourhood. (Note:
results are only a preliminary indication and based on a focus group size of 14 Vancouver residents)

5.8

Develop a Home Performance Consultant Designation
Finally, the review of successful programs suggests that the process of applying for and participating in a
bundling program must be significantly streamlined to reduce the complexity and inconvenience of engaging in
multiple retrofit activities. Bundling programs themselves help to streamline this process, but a successful
program for the City of Vancouver would benefit from a model similar to Comfort365, in which a single point of
contact can assist homeowners in:
•

Assessing retrofit needs and opportunities
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•
•
•
•

Calculating costs and accessing financing opportunities
Submitting rebate forms
Verifying quality of installation and providing guidance for operations
Ensuring homeowner satisfaction

As noted above, selecting the right actor for this role is unfortunately not a straightforward endeavour. While
many Energy Advisors already working in this area have already begun to serve as a coordinator of sorts, they
are limited in their ability to refer homeowners to specific products or contractors. However, the appointment
of a “Comfort Advisor” or “Home Performance Planner” could be supported by the Energy Advisor role to help
support a simplified, streamlined retrofit process. Vancouver homeowners engaged for this study found the
concept of a central coordinator very attractive, and noted the benefits of having an event planner-type
approach to retrofit coordination to reducing the overall complexity of the process. This is especially true given
the need to ensure retrofits are completed in a logical succession that avoid additional costs and that result in
significant energy savings.
Such an actor should be a third party at arm’s length from the City to avoid long-term burdens on staff capacity
but would benefit from long-term funding to ensure its success. A successful model that has emerged
elsewhere has been provided by Radiant Labs, who have been contracted by other cities to design and
coordinate bundling programs. By covering the costs of such a program for homeowners, the City would be
able to reap the benefits of an experienced contractor working in the retrofit space, while avoiding any
additional costs to the homeowners for the service.
Alternatively, the City may wish to consider the development of an independent training program (potentially
though a local academic institution such as BCIT), followed by the establishment of a coordinated program of
“Comfort Advisors”. Such a program could either take the form of a formalized paid position, and/or a
volunteer/community champion position. In all cases, sustained long-term funding support and incentives to
participate will be required to ensure the creation of a quality program with value to homeowners. Determining
the precise nature of this arrangement, including ownership, administration, and third-party involvement
should be done in collaboration with other regional and provincial stakeholders to reap potential efficiencies.
Ideally, such a program would be a Province-wide initiative, or else at a broader regional scale (i.e. the Lower
Mainland).

5.9

Launch a Pilot
With all the component pieces together, the City will be prepared to launch a pilot bundling program. An
important means of improving the potential success of the pilot is to ensure that a sufficient level of media
promotion is secured prior to its launch. Past efforts to do “soft launches” (e.g. via neighbourhood open houses)
with minimal marketing of similar programs have resulted in low uptake and consequently low likelihood for
City staff or Council support for their continued administration. Ideally, interest from homeowners should be
garnered ahead of the pilot’s official launch, such that the City has a critical mass of interested participants
before the program is even announced. This will guarantee adequate levels of participation to make the
program worthwhile to participating industry members, and will signal the value of the program to other
potentially interested households. The City should consider an outreach program to select groups (e.g. small
neighbourhoods, block) and homeowners for up to a year prior to launch to build interest and secure a list of
likely pilot participants. Drawing on the assistance of existing programs such as Green Bloc or school programs
could help this effort considerably, especially when paired with resources that provide additional information
on retrofits and their benefits (e.g. Citizen Coolkits). Such a pilot should be carried out for 12-24 months to
ensure highest uptake and outreach.
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Once the pilot program is operational, it is important to recognize that disseminating information on the
program’s positive results and word-of-mouth will help to drive further interest. Data collected from the pilot
program should be used to identify its success, including homeowner satisfaction as well as energy use and
emissions reductions. Ensuring that pilot program participants’ concerns are carefully recorded will help to
improve their overall satisfaction and increase the likelihood that past participants will become informal
spokespeople for future program iterations. Testimonials indicating homeowner satisfaction should be
incorporated into future program marketing efforts. Online mapping could be used to show results across the
city or different neighbourhoods.
Once the program is formally launched, marketing should clarify the benefits of the program and the criteria
for program participation (i.e. single-family homeowners living in the City of Vancouver). To build consumer
confidence, the duration and number of participants should be clearly communicated (e.g. a fixed number of
spots for a minimum number of years). Where possible, manufacturers and contractors themselves should be
encouraged to promote the program and its benefits within their respective platforms and materials. Ideally,
the program should be launched under a comprehensive and attention-grabbing brand that will support
dissemination and uptake.
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6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
It should be noted that while several key considerations have been identified in this report, the City of
Vancouver (and indeed any other interested municipality) will be required to conduct further analysis into the
specifics of program design best suited for the local market. Importantly, the City should seek to set the
groundwork for any bundling program by planning for concerted engagement with local industry members,
both to raise awareness and capacity as well as to improve the overall program’s design. The City can continue
to benefit from a partnership approach with provincial authorities, utilities, and industry organizations to
continue these efforts and gradually improve the conditions in which a bundling program can flourish.
A summary of key recommended steps for the short term (1-4 years) and based on the research and analysis
presented in this report is provided below. A suggested timeline for implementation is presented in Appendix B.
•

Identify and Map Out Target Households: Collect and analyze data to identify households with high
interest and emissions reduction potential. Use spatial data to identify clusters and specific blocks where
a bundled approach to include multiple homeowners for a single intervention may be possible.

•

Select a Set of Bundling Packages: Develop tiered packages of key retrofit measures with standardized
costs based on industry data. Explore the potential for standardized retrofit packages for very narrowly
defined building archetypes, such as the Vancouver Special.

•

Build Industry Capacity: Involve industry members in program design. Identify and require higher
qualifications for renovators to improve quality of installations and homeowner satisfaction.

•

Identify Financing Options: In the short term, secure and/or connect homeowners to low-interest
retrofit financing. In the longer term, explore the potential of implementing PACE legislation and support
the development of alternative financing models at the provincial and utility scales

•

Identify Incentives and Rebates: Provide incentives for approved products. Include rebates and
incentives in the costs of retrofits presented to homeowners and require contractors to submit rebate
applications to reduce complexity for the homeowner.

•

Reduce Complexity: Consider the development of a homeowner tool or app that allows them to explore
and identify the bunding packages, financing options and incentives most applicable to their home.

•

Remove Barriers: Simplify the permitting process and shift away from dollar value triggers to reduce
‘black market’ renovations. Remove regulatory barriers to heat pump installation and increase
enforcement on instances of Work without Permit.

•

Engage with Homeowners: Widely promote the benefits of heat pump-based retrofits for energy
savings, improved health and comfort, and the potential for cooling. Use multiple methods to engage
with homeowners on a block or neighbourhood level, using local champions and volunteers where
possible.

•

Offer a Central Point of Contact: Provide a bridge between contractors and homeowners to simplify
the process. Consider the use of a third party organization well-versed in the process, in addition to
potential volunteer programs of community champions.

•

Launch the Pilot: Build interest ahead of a pilot launch via marketing efforts. Confirm a critical mass of
participants for the first year and collect data on their experiences to improve future iterations.
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APPENDIX A: AVAILABLE INCENTIVES IN NORTH AMERICA (2019)
Program
Name –
Jurisdiction

Administrator

Incentive Amount

Incentive
Delivery

Annual
Install
Rate (%
Homes)

Linked with Bundling?

Mini-Split or
Multi-Split Air
Source Heat
Pump Incentive
-British
Columbia

EfficiencyBC

Downstream

N/A

No – but eligible for
EfficiencyBC ‘2 upgrade
bonus’ or ‘Home Energy
Improvement Bonus’ when
installed with other
upgrades

Central Heat
Pump Incentive
-British
Columbia

EfficiencyBC

$1,000 (BCHydro
customers)
$1,200 (FortisBC
Electric customers)
$2,000 (replacing
propane, oil, or natural
gas heating)
Vbl speed mini split –
HSPF 10+, SEER 18+
Vbl speed multi split –
HSPF 9.5+, SEER 16+
$1,000
Must be Tier 2 or 3
model from eligible
models list

Downstream

N/A

Electric Heat
Pump Water
Heater Incentive
–British
Columbia

EfficiencyBC

$1,200 HSPF 8.5+, SEER
15+ (FortisBC Electric
customers)

Downstream

N/A

Vancouver
Municipal Heat
Pump Top Up –
Vancouver, BC

EfficiencyBC

Downstream

N/A

Energize CT –
Connecticut

Electricity &
natural gas utility
companies

0.10%

Efficiency Maine
– Maine

Governmental
agency

Upstream to
participating
wholesale
distributors must pass
along to
customers &
show as line
item in
invoice
Was
downstream
2012-2015
Downstream,
customer can
choose to
direct
payment to
contractor

No – but eligible for
EfficiencyBC ‘2 upgrade
bonus’ or ‘Home Energy
Improvement Bonus’ when
installed with other
upgrades
No – but eligible for
EfficiencyBC ‘2 upgrade
bonus’ or ‘Home Energy
Improvement Bonus’ when
installed with other
upgrades
No – but eligible for
EfficiencyBC ‘2 upgrade
bonus’ or ‘Home Energy
Improvement Bonus’ when
installed with other
upgrades
No - but recommends
participants also
participate in Home Energy
Solutions (weatherization,
and air leak sealing)

$2,000
HSPF 9.5+, SEER 16+
Up to $2,000 matching
funds Only applicable
for switching from
propane, oil, or natural
gas heating.
$300 single units SEER
20+ (ductless)
$500 multi-units SEER
18+ (ductless)
Up to $1500 for closed
loop geothermal
equipment

$500 1st unit
$250 2nd unit
$750 lifetime
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Program
Name –
Jurisdiction

Administrator

Incentive Amount

Mass Save –
Massachusetts

Utility program
administrators

$100 SEER 18+
$300 SEER 20+
$625/unit
Up to $1000 for
income-qualified
customers

Mass. Clean
Energy Center –
Massachusetts

NH Saves – New
Hampshire

NYSERDA – New
York
Various Utility
programs – New
York
National Grid –
Rhode Island

Utility companies

Clean Energy
Fund
Various utility
programs

Efficiency
Vermont –
Vermont
Utility RES
Compliance Vermont
Efficiency
Works,
Streamlined
Path – Fort
Collins, Colorado

Utility companies

Save-on-Energy Heating and
Cooling Program
- Ontario

Independent
Electricity System
Operator (IESO)

$375 SEER 15+
$750 SEER 18+

$500/unit
Up to 1000 incentives
total

$100 - $300
$100 SEER 18+
$300 SEER 20+

Incentive
Delivery

Annual
Install
Rate (%
Homes)

Linked with Bundling?

Downstream

0.26%

No

Downstream

0.14%

Downstream
Midstream to
contractor
(not required
to be passed
on to
customer)

0.16%

No
Yes/No - New Hampshire
Electric Coop (NHEC) offers
weatherization incentive if
participant also
participates in Home
Performance with ENERGY
STAR program and installs
all cost-effective envelope
measures within a year

0.06%

No - but plan to pilot
bundling program with
optimized sets of measures
targeting specific building
types

Downstream
Downstream
Midstream
(distributor,
who must
pass on to
contractor,
letter also
sent to enduse customer
informing
them of
contractor’s
discount)

$600 - $800 / unit
VEC $150
WEV $250
BED $375

Downstream

$500 (limited to
electrically heated
homes) SEER 14.5+ &
HSPF 9.0+
Up to $4000 (likely for
ducted cold-climate)
Minimum SEER 15/HSP
8.5/EER 12.5
Limited to electrically
heated homes
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Downstream

Downstream

No
0.22%

No

1.26%

No

No
Yes - Homeowners using
are offered packages that
have standard rates and
pricing (service providers
agree to these beforehand)
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APPENDIX B: TIMELINE FOR BUNDLING PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

YEAR 1
Collect
Homeowner
Data

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

Identify Target
Households

Identify and Remove
Permitting Barriers
Engage with Building Industry
Members
Identify and Price Retrofit
Bundling Packages
Secure Incentives and
Financing
Create Home Performance
Consultant Designation
Engage with High Interest
Homeowners
Provide
Industry
Training
Create
Homeowner
App
Launch Pilot
Program
Implement Pilot Program
Collect Data from Program
Participants
Revise and
Re-Launch
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